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Abstract. Each multitape Turing machine, of which the storage heads scan O(log n) distinct 
squares in each interval of n steps, for all n 2 I, can be real-time simulated by an oblivious 
one-head tape unit. To sim_ulate but the normal pushdown store, on-line by an oblivious one-head 
tape unit, requires R(nJn) time. (This improves the known O(n log n) lower bound for the 
on-line simulation of multitape Turing machines by oblivious one-tape Turing machines.) 
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1 c Introduction 
It is generally the case that additional access pointers in storage enhance computitig 
power. In real-time ( k + 1 )-tape Turing machines are more powerful than k-tape 
Turing machines [I]. Analogous results hold with all heads placed on the same tape 
[7, 111, head-to-head jumps added [7], and for multihead finite automata with and 
without head-to-head jumps [S, lo]. Recently it was shown that k-tape Turing 
machines require nonlinear time to on-line simulate (k + I)-tape Turing machinef, 
[6]. With respect to upper bounds theie are essentially two facts known. Each 
multitape machine can be on-line simulated by a one-head tape unit in square time 
[4], and by a two-tape Turing machine i:l time’ O(n log n) [3]. Both of these 
simulations can be made oblivious (the first one in the obvious way and the second 
one as in [S]), retaining the same simulation time. In 181 it was furthermore shown 
that each oblivious multitape Turing machine, simulating a single pushdown store, 
requires L!( n log n) time. Thus, for on-line simulation of multitape Turing machines 
by one-head tape units the fastest simulation time is somewhere in between a 
nonlinear louer bound and a square upper bound, while for on-line simulation by 
* This work is registered at the Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science. 
’ We use the mnemonic ‘order of magnitude‘ notations as follows: 
.f( )I) E O(g( 1: 1) if there are positive constants c and n, such that I.f( n)] s ~g(n) for all n 3 n,,; 
j’(n) E fl(g( p)) if there is a positive constant c such that f(n) 3 cg(n) for infinitely many n; 
fb) e @(g(n)) iffb) E O(g(n))n O(g(nH: 
S(nk dgbd) iffbk O(g(nW-@(g(n)). 
Note that there are subtle differences possible about how to define the above notions. Contrary to the 
customary usage, for our purposes the precise definitions do matter, at least with respect to the natural 
extension to tu-o-variable functions in Section 3. 
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oblivious one-head tape units the lower bound is n log n and the upper bound n’. 
We improve this situation in two ways. First, in Section 2, we show that for a 
restricted class of multitape Turing machines, viz. machines of which the storage 
heads scan O( Bog n) distinct squares in ea,ch interval of n steps, for all n 2 1, each 
member can be real-time simulated by an oblivious one-head tape unit belonging 
to that class. Second, in Section 3, it is demonstrated that each oblivious one-head - 
tape unit, on-line simulating a single pushdown store, requires R(dn) time. This 
improves the previous best O( n log n) lower bound on the time to simulate multitape 
Turing machines on-line by oblivious one-head tape units. In the proof we found 
it advantageous to define and use the mnemonic order of magnitude symbols in a 
particular, unusually specific, fashion for two-variable functions. 
Turing machines, simulaiion and ohliviousrress 
We regard machines as transducers, that is, as abstract storage devices connected 
with input- and output terminals. Thus we consider the machine as hidden in a 
bltick box, and the presented simulation results concern the input/output behaviour 
of black boxes and are independent of input/output conventions or whether we 
want to recognize or to compute. By a k-tape Turing machine we mean an abstract 
sl.orage device, consisting of a finite control connected with k single-head linear 
storage tapes, and an input- and an output terminal. A one-tape Turing machine is 
the same as a one-head tape unit. The transducers etfect a transduction from input 
strings to output strings by prods :ing the ith output just before reading the (i + 1 )st 
input command. A machine A .w. lates a machine l3 on-line in time T(n) if, for 
all n :-- 0, the input/output behaviour ,f B, during the first H steps, is exactly mimicked 
by A within the first T(n) steps. That is, for each input sequence i,, L,. . . , ik,. . . , 
read from the input terminal, the output sequences written to the output terminal 
are the same fQr A and B, and if t, s f2 s l . l =S tk -S * - - are the steps at which B 
r-zads or writes a symbol, from or to the terminals, then there are correspont!ing 
steps Q-t;+. .+sg.. . at which .4 reads or writes the same symbols and 
/: s T( z,), for ::!I i 2 1. In the sequel we write simulation for ,:n-lirle simulation. 
Simulation in time T(n) = H is called real-time simulation; sitnulation in time 
T4 n ) E O( rt ) is called linear lime simulation. A Turing machine is ohlit~ious if the 
movements of the storage tape heads are tixed functions of time, independenr of 
the particular inputs to the machines (see e.g. ‘IS]). There are many reasons why 
one may want to restrict attention to oblivious computations. For instance, obliCous 
Turing machine computations translate e0icient.y to combinational logic networks, 
while ordinary Turing machine computations do not. We mention two less often 
cited motives, of a more heuristic nature, for focussing; attention on oblivious 
cr)mput:itions, of which the second one is pure conjecture. Gppose we can simulate 
%ornc &tract storage device S in time T( 11) by an oblivious one-he,jd tape unit 34. 
Then we c;tn also simulate k copies of S, s;ly S,, S,, . . . , S,, interacting through 3 
common finite control, by dividing M’s tape into li tracks, modifying M’s finite 
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control, and letting the head on each track do the same job as it formerly did on 
the total tape. Thus, the resulting oblivious one-head tape unit M’, with modified 
finite control and expanded tape alphabet, uses the same time and space as did M. 
Lemma 1.1. [f we can simulate a pushdown store bv an oblivious one-head 
in time T( n), then we can simulate each multitape Turing machine by an 
one-kati tags unit in &me T( n ), using just the same space. 
tape unit 
oblivious 
Proof. Replace each tape of the multitape Turing machine by two pushdown stores 
and apply the preceding argument c, multipushdown store machines. El 
Conjecture 1.2. [/‘we can simulate each multitqe Turing machirle by? a one-heud tupe 
unit in time T( II ), therr’ we can also simulate each multitape Turing machine by WI 
oblivious one-head tape wit in time T( n ). 
The i*ltuitlc z background for this conjecture is as follows. If we can accommodate 
the mt+itude of headmovements of arbitrary many-headed multitape Turing 
machines by the limited number of trajectories available to the single head of a 
one-head tape unit, th(:n a single trajectory has to serve such a general multitude 
of input streams that t+erc is no reason to suppose that the machine needs to take 
advantage of particular input streams. Thus, since the essential generality of the 
task at hand is captured in a strategy for one trajectory, the simulating machine 
ought to be able to follow the strategy and that trajectory for ull input streams. 
2. Uniform space and fast simulation of many heads by a single oblivious one 
For on-line computations (viz. the transducer type of computations) it is, perhaps, 
unreasonable that the workspace accessed in any length input interval may be 
arbitrarily large, for unbounded storage complexity, if the machine has been comput- 
ing long enough previously. For example, if a real-time Turing machine M has 
storage complexity C&log II), then in the interval of steps, for the processing of the 
2”th input symbol, the machine A4 can access H( n) distinct storage squares. In the 
interval of steps, for the processing of the 2”‘th input symbol, the machine M can 
access 0 ( 2” ) distinct squares, and so on. In certain aspects, this seems not what we 
would expect of a complexity measure for on-line computation. Considering on-tine 
computation the theoretical counterpart of, e.g., interactive computer use, it would 
entail that, if we forget to log OLC of a terminal over the week end, then the computer 
ma! use far more memory for identical commands than if we did not forget to log 
out Thus, we propose a sptice complexity measure, independent from the orig:ir? of 
tht. time scale, and only depending on the sizes of the interds of steps. 
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Definition 2.1. Let M be a multitape Turing machine, and let for any unbounded 
input sequence (IL) the interval of steps by n/l, executed in processing o, from the 
( m + 1 )st through (m + i)th step, be denoted by I”,,i, for all m 2 0 and i 3 I. For any 
unbounded input sequence cr), and any m 20 and i> 0, we denote by Ur,,, the 
number of distinct squares, summed over all of M’s storage tapes, which are visited 
by some storage tape head during rzl,i. The un$wm space complexity U(n) of M is 
defined as 
U(n) = sup{ UzA,, 1 m 2 0 & o an unbounded input sequence}. 
Thus, finite automata correspond to Turing machines with uniform space com- 
plexity 0( 1). A little reflection learns us the relation between uniform space com- 
plexity, on the one hand, and ordinary space complexity and time complexity on 
the’other. If the (ordinary) space complexity of some Turing machine S S(n) and 
- if the time comp!exity is T(H), then its uniform space complexity U(n) c 
it(S( T ‘( n))) n O(n). Recall that finite automata have the exceptional property 
that a storage facility, consisting of a collection of k finite automata, interacting 
through a common finite control, can be replaced by a single finite automaton 
without slowing down the computation. Relow we show that additional tapes, or 
nonobliviousness, likewise do not increase the power of an (oblivious) c>e-head 
tape unit in uniform logarithmic space. 
Proof. The proof uses a complicated tape manipulation technique developed in 
I_ 123, to simulate multicounter machines by oblivious one-head tape units in real-time. 
Without going into details, an oblivious one-head tape unit !U can be constructed 
such that, for each i? 1, the pair of squares, or rather square contents or celk 
originally in posititius i, i + I, is scanned at least once in each time interval ot‘ c’ 
steps, for some small constant 11, say (* is about 3, Moreover, the head recognizes 
such pairs when they are scanned (knows t!wy are cells i, i -(, 1 for some i --a 1 ) and 
has always cells I’, 2 under scan. The tape unit iVl works by, in each step, interchanging 
celis residing on the currently silnult~~neou!;ly sc;inned tapesquares. ( M’s ht hCiid 
scmc 3 few adjacent squares simultaneously.) In this process, the identity of the 
underlying squares is not important ; the identity of the cells (indes i ;how), however. 
is fixed wherever they end up. The oblivious one-head tape unit A3 has uniform 
space complexity @(log 11). Ry L.emma 1.1 we only have to show that any pushdown 
htore P of uniform sp,ace complexity 0( lop rl) can be real time simulated by the 
&wribed oblivious one-head tape unit. So, let P be a pushdown store which doe!, 
not changw its stdck height by mare than I’)( 101 i) elenlents in each intrrwl of steps 
1 “ ,,: ,. for all IPI 1:~ 0, i :: 2 and an!. w. In the simulating .!I, each cell (square (lor’ltents) 
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can contain an ordered segment of P’s stack consisting of 0, d or 2d elements, and 
the first cell can contain an initial segment af f’s stack of in between 0 and 2d 
elements. Each cell i (2~ 1) strives for an occupancy of stack elements as follows. 
If it contains 2d elements when cells i, i + I are scanned, then the last d elements 
are shifted to cell i + 1. If it contains 0 elements when cells i, i + I are scanned, and 
cell i + 1 contains B or 26 elements, then the first d elements are shifted from cell 
i + 1 to cell i. Cell I, being distinguished, shifts d elements out if it contains 2d 
elements, and shifts d elements in if it contains d - I (or less) elements, to and 
from &i I. According to the current input, elements are added/deleted from the 
segment in cell I in each step. Thus, a segment of d stack elements can be shifted 
from the 1st cell to the ith cell, or vice versa, in 1: ‘, c’ 6 c’ (c 3 2) steps. Thus, for 
all i 2 1, in c’ steps n’rd elements can be pushed or popped. Starting with an empty 
stack, it is tedeous, but not difficult, to prove that at all times t 2 0, for any input, 
(i) no cell contains more than 2d stack elements; 
(ii) if any cell contains stack elements, then cell 1 contains stack elements, 
prmided the stack height dots not change more than id elements in Iz,,(l, for all 
1~1, i, W. Choosing d apprJprrately, which is possible since the stack height varies 
c)(log i) elements in each interval I:,,,, for all III, i, W, (i) and (ii) show that the 
;Irrang,ement cnn real-time implement a uniform 0( log n) space pushdown store. z1 
The next question is which computations, or problems, are in uniform logarithmic 
space. In [ 121 it is sholtcrn that each multicounter computation is of this space 
complexity. Uniform log space is, however, more extensive. Recall that multicounter 
machines consist of a set of counters numbered say, I ,2,. . . , k, which can execute 
one-step arithmetic/ boolean instructions as “add [subtract] 1 from counter i” and 
“thi counter i for O”, I s i 5 k. Several other one-step instructions can be synthesized, 
by using concealed auxiliary counters, such as tests for equality amongst counters 
(by maintaining all the diflerences on extra counters). Instructions for which it is 
known [2] that they cannot be so synthesized as one-step instructions are “set counter 
i to 0” or “set counter i to the value of counter j”. Call multicounter machines, 
with arbitrary integer initial counter contents allowed, and with those one-step 
instructions added, arr~r~~erttctl colrnter mx*hines [ACMs]. The following lemma can 
be proved [ 131. 
None the less, uniform log space computations are root cery powerful if we impo:-,c 
time restrictions. 
Lemma 2.4. ‘77wre ore ( ordim+*) log spw/ real-time Turing machines srrc’h that the 
jirstesr IrrCfbnu log space Turing machines simulating them use exponential time. 
Proof. Take as an example the on-lin; recognition of2 
Lx “@h, kiIw 63 l l l ca I’._’ 1 .J 2 2 J W?J%-/ 6l l l ’ 1 Wj is a palindrome in (0, l}*J 2 I, 
& #wy= #M’y+,” l = hvy+'__,=2(,i+l), iao). 
Recognition in real-time/Log n space, On one track of its single storage tape the 
recognizing machine maintains a binary count of the number of received @Vs. During 
the update of the @ count, it can write the first half of the, simultaneously read, 
curren) word wcurrent on a second track and, while proceeding back to the origin, 
compare it with the second half. Due to the particular choice of the lengths of the 
consecutive palindromes in a word of L, the recognizing machine can bc oblivious. 
Thus L is recognized by a real-time oblivious one-head tape unit in logarithmic space. 
Recognition in uniform log n space. To on-line check whether ~~1 is a palindrome, 
a candid*cc machine must access R(‘i) storage tape squares. By definition it takes 
fI(2’j srieDs to do so. Cl 
Obviously, any real-time multitape Turing machine computation can be simulated 
on a uniform log n space Turing machine in exponential time. Thus, by Lemmas 
1 .I, 2.2-2.4 we have the following theoremi. 
Theorem 2.5. (i) In real-time, multicounter mact:~ir~es we less powe~~iti ?han un~fbrm 
log ti space Turing machines. 
( ii ) In red-time, un$omr log n space multilape Turing machines are cquallJ* powerfirl . 
c1.q unifiwm iog n space olG.~ious orie-head tape unitx 
i iii) TIieru arc log n space/ real-time one-tape lirring machines which cannot he 
simulated !y unijbrm log n space rnultitt;lpe Turing maci~int~.~ in less tharl expo~lerltial 
time. . 
What is the most extensive uniform space complexity class for which nonoblivious- 
ness or extra heads do not increase the power of the device under the reaMme 
restriction? We do not know j.et. However, we can give an upper bound c,n the 
uniform space complexity allowing liriear time simulation, of multitape Turing 
machines, by oblivious one-head-tape units. Viz., each real-rime multitape Turing 
machine, which can be linear time simulated by an oblivious multitape Turing 
machine, has uniform space complexity (I( ~/log II), This can easily been proven 
similar to the overlap argument in [S] (used to prove that an oblivious Turing 
machine. simulating a single pushdown store, needs 1)( II log 11) time). Recall that 
the ooerlap, in an input segment of length i, is the maximum number of distinct 
storage localions which are visited both during the first part of the input segment 
:tnd during the remainder of the input segment, for all partitions of the input segment 
irk two consecutive pieces. To sin:ulate a. re&timc Turing machine with uniform 
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space complexity U(n), in linear time by an oblivious Turing machine, the overlap 
in each input segment of length i needs to be a( U( i)), for all i > 0. Setting n = 21°gn 
and summing all independent overlaps as in [8], the resu!ting total must be majorized 
by the simulation time T( PI) of the oblivious simulator. The argument leads in fact 
to the more general trade-off: 
logn 
1 2-‘U(2’i E 0( T(n)/n), 
, a= I 
which for T( n i c 0( rt) yields 
log n 
r, 2 -‘u(z’) c c 
l-1 
for some constant c 2 0, from which the above statement follows. 
3. Improved lower bound 013 the time to simulate multitape Turing machines by oblivious 
one-head tape units 
In view of Ltimrna 1.1, any lower bound on the time to simulate multitape Turing 
machines. by oblivious one-head tape units, also holds for the simulation of a single 
pushdown store by the Mter (and obviously, vice versa). The following theorem 
improves the known lower bounds. In the proof we make extensive use of crossing 
sequences. For a one-head tape unit we assume that, when it makes a move, it first 
overprints the symbol scanned and changes state, then moves the head. Thus, for 
any pair of adjacent tape squares Itie can list the sequence of states in which the 
unit curasses from one to another. The first crossing must always be from left to 
right: after that, crossings alternate in direction. The sequence of states so related 
to an intersquare boundary, or square, is called a crossing sequence. The concept 
seems to originate from [9]. 
Theorem 3.1. &y ohlit~ious one-head iape unit simulating the typical pushdown store 
requires 0 ( d n ) firne. 
Proof. Let n/r be the fastest oblivious one-head tape unit for simulating a typical 
r,ushdown store in, say, time T(n). It is known that T(n) E f2( n log n)nO< d). Let 
I,,,,, denote the interval of steps by machine M to process the (m + 1)st through 
! VI + i)th i~prrf cwmmand. (Do not confuse these intervals with the I-intervals of the 
previous section. The subscripts refer to the sequence of input commands, instead 
of the sequence of steps, and since A4 is oblivious a superscript referring to particular 
input sequences is unnecessary, and therefore suppressed. For simplicity we assume 
that, in an oblivious machine, the steps at which it reads or writes a symbol are the 
same for all input stream5 However, it is not necessary to assume this subtility in 
order to derive the desired results.) Let M have n, states and n, storage tape symbols. 
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Assume that M’s tape is one-way infinite. Consider the set of all input streams of 
kngth n. Let [0, cQn) be some initial con-length’ tape segment, let [csn, 00) be a final 
tdpe segment, consisting of all of the talpe but an initial c,n-length tape segment, 
and let [cQn, csn> be the segment in between, for some constants c, > cy > 0, yet to 
be chosen. See the diagram below. 
The idea is to show that there must be an inputsegment I,,l,V,,J,, for which the storage 
head starts out on the final tape segment [csn, a), and will not traverse more than 
t c.5 -c&n tapesquares, thus staying out of the initial tapesegment [0, cg). Con- 
sequently, the information which has originally been recorded on the initial tapeseg- 
ment [0, con,12), must have been transported over the intervening tapesegment 
Cc,429 c,n), in order to be accessed uring I ,,,., ,l. This then entails long crossing 
sequences for each square in the intervening tape segment, the sum of which yields 
the claimed lower bound on the running time. Below we shall use three functions 
S, P and Q, 
S, P, Q: IR x%4 + Y(N), 
with IF! the set of positive rationals, N the set of natural numbers and Y(N) the 
powerset of the set of natural numbers: 
tIcI’ 
It follows straightaway from the above detinitions th:it for 
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#X(c;n)~R(n) ifthereis a k4such that, 
3 Sn, for infinitely many n, 
#X(c,n)H3(n) if #X(c,n)EO(n)f-d(n), 
#X(c, n)E o(n) if #X(c, n)e O(n)-@(n). 
Claim 1. lfT(n)E o(d), fhen #S(c, n)E o(nb. 
165 
for each c>O, #X(c, n) 
Proof. Assume T(n) c o( n’) and # S(c, n) E O(n). (By definition # S(c, n) E O(n).) 
Thus, there is a SC 1 fl such that, for each c > 0, we have # S( c, n) 2 Sn for infinitely 
many n. In the remainder of the proof of Claim I, when we use n, we tacitly assume 
that, for the concerned constant c, we only consider those values for n, of which 
there are infinitely many by contradictory assumption, such that # S( c, n) 2 Sn. 
Thus, for a set of 2”” distinct input sequences. of length n, the distinguishing input 
commands are all received and processed while the head is on the [O, cn) tape 
segment, and the input co.mmands received with the head on the final [cn, a) tape 
segment are identical. To distinguish between all of these input command sequences 
afterwards, we need to utilL!c at least NI tapesquares of storage with 
n,Y+ri, 22’“. (3) 
Assume that s is minimal with respect ?o (3). Since 6 is assumed to be independent 
of c, we are at this stage still free to choose c to suit our argument. So set c to x/3. 
Consider the crossing sequences associated with the squares of the tapesegment 
c cn, 2cn ) (see diagram below). 
[O, (‘H ) [cn, 2cn) [2cn, 00) 
Suppose, that some square on the stapesegment [c-n, 2cn) has a crossing sequence 
of length a( 11). Then, to distinguish the 2A” input sequences of length n, which differ 
only while the head is on the tapesegment [0, cn), we must have 
2”flG ,l;LoII+,l~lll-^ ,*W.WI), 
2 (4) 
for 11 large enough. The assumed minimality of x in (3) is, for large enough n, 
contradicted by inequality (4), so we conclude that all WI* J -es on the tape segment 
I -cl1 , ZCW) have crossing sequences of length 0(n). ‘be time I (n) must by definition 
majorize the sum of the lengths of the crossing sequences, so 
J-(n)=2 cn*~I(rz)E 0(n?). (5) 
Since (5) contradicts the assumed T(n) E o( n’), we conclude that # Sk n 1 E 4 4, 
and the claim is proven. c1 
,- 
Proaf. Assume T(n) E o( n&) and # P( c, n) E O(n). (By definition P(c, n) E O(n).) 
Thus, there is a 6 > 0 such that, for each c > 0, we have # P( c, n) 3 Sn, for infinitely 
many n. In the sequel of the proof of this claim we assume that the used values for 
n are, for each particular c > 0, chosen such that # P( c, n) 2 Sn. For each index 
j E P(c, n) we have 
T( j +-/j) - T(j) 3 cj. (6) 
Therefore, for each such j, the average value Aje of the lengths # Ij+, of intervals 
ljf.l’s, for the set {j’l j 6 j’s j -i-J& is given by 
By assumption there are Sn distinct elements 
indices j, 0 s j s n, with an average value of 
Denote the set of these indices by .I,,. Then, 
in P(c, n), so a fortiori also Gin distinct 
# Ij,, of at least c4/2, by (6) and (7). 
T(n)= i I,,,?; 
,- S?l t- f 
1 cJj2f C cJjER(nJn). 
j 0 ic J,, j - 0 
By (8) we contradict the assumption, and consequently prove the claim. 
(8) 
cl 
Claim 3. For each F > 0 there are positive mistants 8 arld n, suck that # S( 8, n) < PH 
( respectivel_v, # P( 6, n ) s En) . for all n 3 n,$. 
Proof. The proof follows by Claims 1 anci 2, according to the definition of o( n). Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continucd ). Assume, by way of contradiction, that T(n) E - 
oh&j. Then, choosing +, cp and cv according to (1). by (2) it follows from Claims 
1, 2 and 3 that 
# Q( co, n ) 2 n - # Sk5 n) - # P(cr n) 3 ( 1 - ~)n, (9) 
for arbitrary small constant F r 0, depending on cs and cA for n large enough. Since 
all indices in Q(,c,, n ) are distinct, and IYI( cy, n) is the largest index in Q( cv, n ), it 
therefore follows that 
by the choice of us, cp and c@ for n kge enough. Now consider, for Some 8 > 0 
For which F ~1 i in ( lO), the input ensemble 
Since 
II. the 
I 0, ,I# 
{prrsh 0. push I)“‘*( skip}““S*“’ k “{pop)‘ “. (11) 
T(n) c o( nh, we have T(&) C: o( II w ), and therefore, for all large enough 
tai)e head never leaves the initial tapesegment [O, &I/?) during the interval 
Thus, for the input ensemble ( I I), we must pop an arbitrary sequence of O‘s 
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- 
and f’s of length dn, originally tccorded on the initial Sn/2 length tapesegment 
[O, &r/2), while never leaving the final tapesegment [h, a~) (see the diagram below): 
Again using a crossing sequence argument, we obtain the contradictory T(n) E 
l2(&), and hence the theorem. For suppose that any square in the tapesegment 
[&r/2, an) had a crossing sequence of length not exceeding e& during I0 n, for a 
small constant e :, 0 yet to be chosen. Then for the input ensemble ( 1 I), the iumber 
of distinguishable final contents of the tapesegment [h, m), subsequent o the 
processing of n-length input sequences, is bounded above by ni”“. Yet there are 
2vn distinct initial sequences to be popped, without leaving the final tapesegment 
[ha, a?). Choosing the constant e such that 
3’ ” > ny’ n, L (12) 
for n large enough, implies that not all distinct pushed O-l sequences of the input 
ensemble ( 11) can be distinguished in the popping phase, thus fooling the machine. 
Consequently we must assume that the crossing sequences of all squares of the 
t;\pesegmnnt [&,‘2,6n) have length greater than e& for some fixed constant e > 0 
such that klequality ( 12) does not hold. Since the time T(n) majorizes the sum of 
the lengths of the crossing sequences, we have 
(13) 
for some 8 > 0. Since the contradictory assumption T(n) E o( n-i%) leads to ( 13), 
the theorem is proven. Cl 
Note added in proof 
Wolfgang Maass (16th ACM-STOC, 1984), Ming Li (Manuscript, Comput. Sci. 
Department, Cornell Univ., 1984) and the present author (C.W.I., Tech. Rept. 
CSR8406, March 1984) have independently improved the lower bound, to simulate 
two one-head tape units by one (nonoblivious) one-head tape unit, to n(n’). The 
actual results are stronger than this in a variety of ways. 
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